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STATISTICAL DECAY OF THE GIANT DIPOLERESONANCE EXCITED BY COMPLETE FUSIONREACTIONS AND OTHER SOURCES OFHIGH-ENERGY -RAYS IN HEAVY-ION COLLISIONSAT 4�11 MeV/u�Marta Kii«ska-HabiorInstitute of Experimental Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00�681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived August 10, 1998)The -deay of the Giant Dipole Resonane, GDR, built on exitedstates of ompound nulei is disussed as a soure of high-energy -rayemission in omplete fusion reations at projetile energies up to 5 MeV/u.Some results of the GDR studies are presented, also those measured atthe Warsaw Cylotron for the 12C+58;64Ni reations at 47.5 MeV by us-ing the new multi-detetor system JANOSIK. The mehanism of heavy-ionollisions and soures of high-energy -ray radiation ourring at proje-tile energies of 6�11 MeV/u are also desribed. At these energies, besidesstatistial GDR deay, another proess involving bremsstrahlung radiationbeomes important. It is shown that in mass-asymmetri reations, suhas 12C+24;26Mg and 12C+58;64Ni, the two types of -ray emission maybe disentangled by the angular distribution measurement. The data whenproperly analyzed may give information on the GDR built on exited statesas well as on the bremsstrahlung proess.PACS numbers: 24.30.Cz, 25.70.�z, 23.20.�g1. IntrodutionThe intention of this talk is to present soures of high-energy (E =10�50 MeV) -ray radiation emitted in heavy-ion ollisions at projetile en-ergies 4�11 MeV/u whih are already or will be available soon at the WarsawCylotron. It will also be shown what a study of this emission an teah usabout a mehanism of the proess and nulei taking part in it. Charaterof the emitted radiation depends strongly on a projetile energy. Thus the� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1353)



1354 M. Kii«ska-Habiorpresentation will be divided into two parts: for projetile energy up to 5MeV/u and between 5 and 11 MeV/u. In the �rst part the properties of theGiant Dipole Resonane (GDR) built on the ground-state and exited stateswill be shortly reminded. Some previous results onerning studies of theevolution of the nulear shape will be also shown. Finally, an experimentalset-up built at the Warsaw Cylotron [1℄ and new results [2℄ obtained herewill be presented. In the seond part, the results for reation 12C+24;26Mg,measured in Seattle [3℄, and new aspets in the data analysis [4℄ will bedisussed and some preliminary results for 12C+58;64Ni reation [5℄ will bealso shown.2. Soures of high-energy -ray radiation in heavy-ion ollisionsat projetile energies up to 5 MeV/uAt projetile energies up to 5 MeV/u, whih have been available at theWarsaw Cylotron sine 1995, the main soure of high-energy -rays is thedeay of the Giant Dipole Resonane exited in hot, rotating ompoundnulei formed by fusion reations. Gamma-ray spetrum measured in suhproess has harateristi shape whih an be divided into four parts orre-sponding to di�erent paths of the deay. Photons with the highest energy areemitted from the initial ompound nuleus in ompetition with evaporationof the �rst partile and from daughter nulei after emission of one or twopartiles. These photons arise from the deay of the GDR built in the initialompound nuleus and in the daughter nulei with lower mass and lowerexitation energy. Lower-energy -rays are emitted during the next steps ofthe deay from daughter nulei already ooled down by partile evaporation.The lowest energy -rays, E2 photons, are emitted when the nuleus is leftwith an exitation energy lose to the yrast line, and a substantial angularmomentum. Thus, analyzing the high-energy bump in the -ray spetrum,we are able to get an information onerning high-frequeny olletive vi-brations of protons against neutrons, alled Giant Dipole Resonane, in hotrotating nuleus. 2.1. GDR in the ground-state nuleiAt zero temperature these osillations, ourring in all nulei, have aresonane harater with the resonane energy EGDR inversely proportionalto the length of the nulear axis in the diretion of osillations. As a onse-quene, for spherial nulei, the observed GDR strength funtion is desribedby a single resonane, whereas for deformed axially symmetri nulei � bya double resonane urve, harateristi for a given shape of the nuleus.Quadrupole deformation � of the nuleus an be inferred from the energysplitting of the resonane. A single resonane shape is well reprodued by a



Statistial Deay of the Giant Dipole Resonane... 1355Lorentzian funtion, with parameters: S, EGDR, and � . The GDR param-eters for ground-state nulei extrated from many experiments have beenolleted by Gaardhoje [6℄ (see Fig. 8 in [6℄). The strength S, desribingolletivity of the vibrations, is lose to 1 in units of the energy weightedsum rule, in agreement with theoretial expetations. The resonane energy,EGDR, related to the magnitude of the restoring fore, dereases graduallywith inreasing mass number A. The resonane width � at zero tempera-ture varies in the range of 4�8 MeV. It an be explained by the oupling ofthe GDR to 2p � �2h states and more ompliated states whih produesthe intrinsi GDR width. The lowest widths are observed for magi nuleiwhih is the e�et of shell-e�ets a�eting the density of 2p�2h states. As itwas already shown, in ase of deformed nulei an additional splitting ours,enlarging the width. 2.2. GDR built on exited statesIn heavy-ion ollisions nulei at �nite temperature and high angular mo-menta are formed. The GDR, aording to the Brink hypothesis [7℄, anbe built on any state with an exitation energy Ex and spin I. Thus, inorder to explain behavior of the GDR, the e�et of the temperature and therotation has to be taken into aount. The GDR parameters extrated formany nulei at exitation energy of 30�100 MeV have been also olleted inRef. [6℄. The exitation energy dependene of the GDR parameters whihinludes temperature and spin dependene is shown for one partiular nu-leus 63Cu [8℄ in Fig. 1. The GDR strength, and the entroid energy, are nota�eted by the temperature and spin. The widths are in general larger thanin the ground-state and inrease with inreasing temperature and spin. TheGDR parameters extrated from the experimental -ray spetra by �ttingstatistial model alulations in the range of the GDR bump are averagedover the deay steps. It is thus important to present the GDR parameters asa funtion of an average �nal exitation energy and an average spin, whihmay di�er substantially from the initial values.In order to explain behavior of the GDR width several e�ets are takeninto aount with temperature and spin inreasing. With inreasing temper-ature shell-e�ets are washed-out and a nuleus behaves as a rotating liquiddrop hanging gradually deformation with inreasing angular momentum.At �nite temperature the nulear shape is not �frozen� but an �utuatearound the equilibrium deformation. Thus, the oupling of the GDR vibra-tions to the low frequeny but large amplitude �utuations of the nulearsurfae has muh more ompliated result [9℄ than at T = 0.
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Fig. 1. GDR parameters for 63Cu nulei as a funtion of �nal exitation energy,from [8℄.Probability of a given shape is desribed by the Boltzmann fator. GDRan be built in a nuleus in eah probable shape. Thus, the observed GDRstrength funtion is a result of averaging of the GDR vibrations over thewhole ensemble of deformed shapes. As the temperature inreases the prob-ability of shapes far from equilibrium deformation gets larger. The resultingspread in resonane energies will inrease, giving rise to a larger width. Asthe angular momentum inreases the Coriolis and entrifugal fores tend toinrease the deformation of the nuleus, whih also results in an inreaseof the total width. The sensitivity of the GDR width to spin is larger forlighter nulei beause of their smaller moments of inertia. In order to ex-trat from the experimental GDR data an information about the mean aswell as equilibrium deformation of the hot, rotating nuleus the thermalshape and orientation �utuation theory has to be applied [9℄. It was shownreently by Kusnezov, Alhassid, and Snover [10℄ that the GDR width in hotrotating nulei, whih is a funtion of temperature T and spin I, may bedesribed in the framework of the thermal �utuation theory by one globalphenomenologial funtion in a broad range of nulear masses. Thus, at



Statistial Deay of the Giant Dipole Resonane... 1357high spin the e�et of rotational energy dominates and the width dependson � = I=A5=6, after taking into aount shape �utuations. Additional in-formation about the nulear shape is ontained in the angular distribution of-rays emitted during the GDR deay. The measured angular distributionstransformed to the nuleus-nuleus CM frame an be presented as a sum ofLegendre polynomials whih in ase of the statistial emission is limited to:d2�(E ; �CM)=d
dE = A0(E) � [1 + a2(E) � P2(os �CM)℄. For a deformednuleus a harateristi dispersion shape of a2 versus E is expeted to o-ur, entered about the mean GDR energy, while for a spherial nuleusa2 = 0. The observed a2 oe�ient is also averaged over the ensemble ofpossible shapes. Thermal �utuation theory explains suessfully both theobserved ross setion and the angular anisotropy [11℄.

Fig. 2. GDR strength funtions and angular distribution oe�ients a2 for 90Zrand 92Mo, from [12℄.As an example of the nulear shape evolution studies with an inreasingtemperature and spin, the evolution of the GDR strength funtion for anuleus spherial in the ground-state: 90Zr and 92Mo studied at an averagespin and temperature in the range of I = 9�33 ~ and T = 1.6�2 MeV[12℄ is shown in Fig. 2. From the measured strength funtions and angulardistributions ompared with the thermal shape �utuation theory [13℄, theshape evolution from spherial to oblate with �eq = 0.02 � 0.16, was inferred.Another ase illustrates the shape evolution of 45S [14℄, a light nuleus inwhih at very high rotation the nuleus an survive �ssion. It is predited inthe liquid drop model that at very high rotation the equilibrium shape shouldundergo a shape transition from oblate to triaxial, approximately prolate,



1358 M. Kii«ska-Habiorwith a superdeformed major-to-minor axis ratio of 2:1 or greater. As itis shown in Fig. 3, thermal shape and orientation �utuation alulationsreprodue well the experimental GDR strength funtions for 45S nulei atan average spin I = 13�23.5 ~. However when the oblate-to-triaxial shapetransition has been removed, the alulated strength funtions do not agreewith experiment at high spins.

Fig. 3. GDR strength funtions and angular distribution oe�ients a2 for 45S,from [14℄. Heavy solid urves � �utuation alulations with the phase transition;light urves � with phase transition removed.This on�rms that the observed broadening of the GDR strength fun-tion is mostly due to the spin-indued deformations. The alulated a2(E)at higher spins agree with the data only on the low energy side of the reso-nane. At E energies above the GDR entroid disrepanies are observedfor high projetile energies. This e�et has been also seen in the oinideneexperiments for 32S+27Al [15℄ (Seattle) as well as 18O+28Si [16℄ (Copen-hagen). It is still a puzzle. The data shown in Fig. 3 were olleted in anearly mass-symmetri reation 18O+27Al, at projetile energies Ep=A =2.5�6 MeV/u. The bremsstrahlung emission was suggested as a possiblesoure of the a2 oe�ient disrepanies at the highest projetile energy.2.3. First GDR experiments at the Warsaw CylotronIn order to study shape evolution in medium mass-nulei and to have apossibility to disentangle the statistial GDR deay and the bremsstrahlungradiation, the projet for mass-asymmetri 12C +58;64Ni reations has beenstarted [5℄, produing 70Se and 76Se nulei at several exitation energies andspins. The low energy struture for 70Se resembles the pattern harateris-



Statistial Deay of the Giant Dipole Resonane... 1359ti for vibrational nulei [17℄, suggesting spherial shape. However, 76Se islearly showing the deformation in the ground-state [18℄ whih is also seen inthe GDR strength funtion [19℄. Thus, with inreasing spin, 70Se nulei areexpeted to beome oblate, whereas 76Se, being prolate, should also hangeits deformation towards oblate.The projet was proposed for the Warsaw Cylotron. Thus, as a �rstgoal an experimental set-up suitable to measure high-energy -rays wasbuilt at the Warsaw Cylotron beam-line [1℄. In this multi-detetor sys-tem JANOSIK high-energy -rays are deteted in a 25 m � 29 m NaI(Tl)rystal whih is surrounded by an ative plasti shield 10 m thik, madeby BICRON, passive 6LiH shield and a low ativity 10 m thik lead shield.Cosmi rejetion e�ieny obtained with those shields is not worse than 98%.The multipliity of low-energy -rays is measured by the multipliity �lter,whih onsists of 32 small sintillator detetors. The n4-4 disriminationahieved by the standard time of �ight tehnique with the time resolution of4.5 ns at a 83 m distane between the rystal fae and the target allows avery good separation of the events indued by -rays produed in the targetand by neutrons.

Fig. 4. Gamma-ray spetrum, GDR strength funtion, angular distribution oe�-ient a2 and GDR parameters extrated from �t for the reation 12C+58Ni at Ep=47.5 MeV; lines � CASCADE �t; [2℄.



1360 M. Kii«ska-HabiorGamma-ray spetra from the deay of 70Se and 76Se produed by the12C+58;64Ni reations at projetile energy of 47.5 MeV have been measuredat three angles of 60Æ, 90Æ and 120Æ [2℄. In order to get orret angulardistributions the data normalization at di�erent angles has been additionallyheked by omparing to the spetrum measured with the Ge(Li) plaed atthe onstant angle with respet to the beam axis. Compound nulei of70Se and 76Se have been produed at initial exitation energy of Ex = 39.0and 45.5 MeV, respetively. Gamma-ray spetra have been olleted witha good-enough statistis to allow for least-square �tting of statistial modelalulations. The GDR parameters and strength funtions were extratedfrom the �t, and the latter an be ompared in a linear sale with the �ttedLorentzian shapes. It an be onluded from the �tted spetra that in ase of70Se where the �t with single Lorentzian is possible (see Fig. 4), the observedshape of the nuleus at an average temperature of T = 1.4 MeV, and anaverage spin of I = 13 ~ is still spherial or lose. For 76Se, the measured-ray spetrum an be �tted only with double Lorentzian GDR strengthfuntion (see Fig. 5) and the ratio of the omponent strength S2 : S1 = 2.1� 1.7 does not disagree with the prolate shape.

Fig. 5. Gamma-ray spetrum, GDR strength funtion, angular distribution oe�-ient a2 and GDR parameters extrated from �t for the reation 12C+64Ni at Ep=47.5 MeV; lines � CASCADE �t; [2℄.



Statistial Deay of the Giant Dipole Resonane... 1361The deformation oe�ient inferred from split GDR energies is � = 0.19�.05. The angular distributions have been �tted after transforming to thenuleus-nuleus CM frame by the sum of Legendre polynomials:d2�(E ; �CM)=d
dE= A0(E)[1 + a1(E)P1(os �CM) + a2(E)P2(os �CM )℄ :The a1 oe�ient should be zero for statistial deay and it is used at this lowprojetile energy mainly to hek the quality of the data. In a 76Se ase thea2 oe�ient is learly showing the dispersion shape (Fig. 5) whih provesthe deformation of the 76Se nulei at the exitation energy and spin studiedin agreement with the results obtained from the spetrum �ts. The fatthat the deformation oe�ient extrated from the energy splitting of theGDR in exited nuleus is lose to the value � � 0.22, obtained in a similarway from the GDR ground-state data, suggests that at this low exitationthe nuleus maintains the shape whih is probably the result of the shellstruture. The a2 oe�ient for 70Se nulei has di�erent harater shown inFig. 4. It has smaller dispersion below the GDR entroid energy, but abovethe resonane it is still inreasing. This data may suggest small deformationbut suh statement has muh less on�dene. The results presented in Fig. 4for 70Se and in Fig. 5 for 76Se have been measured at the Warsaw Cylotronbeam from the PIG soure. Substantial improvement of the quality of thedata as well as the statistis is expeted in future experiments with the ECRsoure.3. Soures of high-energy -ray radiation in heavy-ion ollisionsat projetile energies in the range of 6�11 MeV/uIn order to ontinue the projet for shape evolution studies of 70;76Se nu-lei at projetile energies higher than those possible to reah in 1997 at theWarsaw Cylotron [2℄, the 12C+58;64Ni reations have been studied at theUniversity of Washington Nulear Physis Laboratory using the Superon-duting Linear Aelerator. High-energy -ray spetra at �ve angles (40Æ,55Æ, 90Æ, 125Æ and 140Æ) have been measured for both targets with a newtriple NaI-spetrometer set-up at three beam energies: 5.4, 8.3 and 11.2MeV/u [5℄. The experimental set-up presently available in Seattle onsistsof a previous Seattle detetor of 25.4 m � 32.1 m, an Ohio State Univer-sity detetor of 29.2 m � 38.1 m, and an University of Illinois detetor of25.4 m � 27.9 m. To suppress bakground -rays and osmi radiationeah of them is surrounded by its own ative plasti shield and a passive leadshield. A 6LiH shield absorbing thermal neutrons is also present, exept inthe Ohio State University detetor, whih is easily visible in omparing timespetra for all spetrometers. All three NaI-spetrometers are plaed on



1362 M. Kii«ska-Habiorarts, whih an be moved on the speial platform by �oating on four air-pads. The set-up allows for a simultaneous measurement of high-energy-rays at three angles by rotating detetors around the target axis. In orderto ontrol and stabilize the gain of the detetors a LED pulser is used. Themultipliity of low energy -rays is measured by the multipliity �lter on-sisting of 22 small NaI detetors. The n- disrimination ahieved by thestandard time of �ight tehnique allowed for a very good separation of theevents indued by -rays produed in the target and by the neutrons. Duringthe experiment the p+11B reation at 7.25 MeV and 16 MeV proton beamenergies has been also measured in order to get an information onerningan energy alibration and a response funtion for eah NaI-spetrometer.Measured data are resently being analyzed.

Fig. 6. Gamma-ray spetra for the reation 12C+58;64Ni at Ep=A= 5.4-11 MeV/u[5℄, (preliminary data), and at Ep = 47.5 MeV [2℄.Some spetra of high-energy -rays measured with Seattle detetor plaedat 90Æ with respet to the beam axis and obtained after preliminary analysisare shown in Fig. 6. Besides the harateristi strong low energy ompo-nent a prolonged nearly exponential omponent inreasing with projetileenergy is learly seen at -ray energies above 20 MeV. At these higher pro-jetile energies statistial GDR deay is not the only soure of high-energyphotons. The mehanism of the ollision is more ompliated than just aomplete fusion. I will disuss it on an example of 12C+24;26Mg reationsdata measured also in Seattle at projetile energies of 6, 8.6 and 11.2 MeV/u[3℄, for whih some new aspets of the analysis have been reently inluded



Statistial Deay of the Giant Dipole Resonane... 1363[4℄. In Fig. 7 the angular oe�ients A0(E), a1(E) and a2(E) extratedin the nuleus-nuleus CM frame from the data by �tting Legendre polyno-mials are presented for magnesium targets [3℄. The spetra show a nearlyexponential shape at energies above 20 MeV with an inverse slope inreasingwith bombarding energy. The a1(E) oe�ients in the nuleus-nuleus CMframe are positive and the asymmetry of the angular distributions inreaseswith the projetile energy inreasing, whih suggests an existene of a non-statistial -ray emission. The a2(E) oe�ients have large negative values,presumably indiating very large deformation of the ompound nuleus inwhih GDR is built.

Fig. 7. Gamma-ray spetra and angular distribution oe�ients for the reation12C+24;26Mg at Ep=A= 6-11 MeV/u [3℄; lines � CASIBRFIT �ts with E0 = onst.It is well known that at projetile energies studied two main mehanismsof the high-energy -ray emission in heavy-ion ollision take plae: statisti-al emission with the GDR deay and bremsstrahlung emission in the initialstages of the ollision proess. At projetile energies above 5 MeV/u sta-



1364 M. Kii«ska-Habiortistial GDR deay may follow formation of the ompound nuleus by theomplete fusion as well as by an inomplete fusion reation. In ase of inom-plete fusion of 12C projetile the transfers of 8Be and 4He to the ompoundnuleus are most probable. Also pre-equilibrium nuleon emission may takeplae before the ompound nuleus thermalization.Already at projetile energies below 5 MeV/u the extrated GDR param-eters orrespond to the average nuleus. When an inomplete fusion starts tobe important, an average ompound nuleus has lower mass as well as lowerexitation energy. In the analysis [4℄ presented here of 12C+24;26Mg data,the e�ort was made to aount for all these proesses and estimate theirin�uene on GDR. I would also like to show that from the simultaneousanalysis of -ray spetra and angular distributions one is able to di�erenti-ate between statistial deay and nuleon-nuleon bremsstrahlung, assumingthat the ollision is mass-asymmetri. Experiments disussed here have aninlusive harater, thus an information onerning mehanisms additionalto the statistial GDR deay has to be based on some other experimentalresults and/or theoretial estimates. The single but strong experimentalonstraint inluded in the analyzed data is the a1(E) dependene on Eenergy.An importane of the inomplete fusion proess was estimated on thebasis of 12C+51V [20℄ and 16O+27Al [21℄ reations studied in the range ofbombarding energies disussed here. Pre-equilibrium emission estimates arebased on 12C+103Rh [22℄ and 18O+100Mo [23℄ experiments as well as ontheoretial alulations with Fermi jet ode [24℄. As a result, the amountof inomplete fusion was estimated to be of the order of 20�30% for 6�11 MeV/u, the average initial ompound nuleus formed by omplete andinomplete fusion was found to be 36Cl, and its initial exitation energy �to be lower by 12�20%, ompared with 38Ar formed by omplete fusion.Bremsstrahlung proess may be estimated on the basis of experiments athigher projetile energies where this proess is dominating as well as on thebasis of BUU (Boltzmann�Uehling�Uhlenbek) nulear transport equation[25℄.BUU alulations have been performed for 12C+24;26Mg for di�erent im-pat parameters b = 0, 2, 3.9, 5.5, 6.25 and 7 fm [4℄ with the ode sup-ported by Wolf [25℄. The BUU ross-setion alulated as �BUU(E) =2� R bmax0 P (b) b db, where P (b) is the -ray emission probability, was also�tted with an exponential formula �BUU(E) = �0 exp(�E=E0) in orderto extrat an inverse slope parameter E0. It was found that �BUU(E) isnot really reprodued with a single E0 value in the whole range of E =10�50 MeV. The E0 value extrated for di�erent energy intervals hanges byabout 10%. This behavior an be ompared with the experimental resultsat higher projetile energies found for Kr + Ni and Ta + Au reations at
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Fig. 8 Fig. 9Fig. 8. Fig. 8. Energy dependene of the inverse slope parameter E0(E); (seetext).Fig. 9. Energy dependene of the mean soure veloity alulated with BUU, aver-aged over impat parameter.60 and 40 MeV/u, respetively (see Fig. 20 in [26℄). Thus, simple parabolienergy dependene E0(E) = E00(1 + 0:0078 � E � 0:00019 � E2) shown asa line in Fig. 8 has been proposed [4℄ to reprodue hanges of E0(E) valuefound from BUU alulations for 12C+24;26Mg (points in Fig. 8) as well asan experimental trend at higher projetile energies. The E00 was treated as avariable parameter in CASIBRFIT alulations disussed further. The meanveloity of the emitting soure was also alulated with BUU. It depends onthe photon energy and on the impat parameter b. With inreasing E , thevalue of �s, averaged over impat parameter, approahes the value of thenuleon-nuleon CM veloity �CMsNN (see Fig. 9).Statistial deay have been alulated aording to the CASCADE odewith the isospin orretly inluded, level density in the Reisdorf approah,and the spin-dependent moment of inertia. Though the measured a2(E) o-e�ients suggested large deformations at higher spins, statistial model al-ulations have been done in all ases with a single Lorentzian GDR strengthfuntion. Calulations were done assuming a possibility of inomplete fu-sion with lowered initial exitation energy of the 36Cl ompound nuleus.In order to take advantage of the a1(E) dependene on E energy, whihis a strong experimental onstraint in the �tting proedure done with odeCASIBRFIT [27℄, the oe�ients A0(E) and a1(E) have been �tted si-multaneously. It was assumed that in the nuleon-nuleon CM frame thebremsstrahlung emission has an isotropi angular distribution but the dipole
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Fig. 10. Gamma-ray spetra, angular distribution oe�ients a1 and GDR strengthfuntions for the reation 12C+24;26Mg at Ep=A= 6-11 MeV/u; lines � CASIBR-FIT �ts with E0 = E0(E).omponent suggested at higher projetile energies [26℄ was also tested andgave a very small hange. Aording to the results of the BUU alulationsin the new version of the CASIBRFIT ode, a possibility to use E0 = E0(E)and �s = �s(E) was initiated. The �ts were done with 5 variable param-eters: S, EGDR, � , �0, E0 (or E00), for di�erent options with E0 = onst,�s = onst, E0 = E0(E) and �s = �s(E). In order to reprodue thea1(E) oe�ient data, an E dependene of E0 shown in Fig. 8 had to beinluded. The �ts with only the energy dependent �s desribing the BUUtrend (Fig. 9) failed to reprodue a1(E).Fitted high-energy -ray spetra and a1(E) oe�ients for the best�ts obtained with E0 = E0(E) and �s = onst as well as appropriate GDRstrength funtions are shown in Fig. 10 together with the data. It an be seenthat the used energy dependene of E0 = E0(E) gives lower bremsstrahlungross-setion at low E energies than in ase of E0 = onst (ompare withFig. 7). The GDR parameters extrated from the best �ts as a funtion of theaverage �nal exitation energy Exf and the bremsstrahlung parameters as afuntion of the v= ratio are shown in Fig. 11 and 12, respetively. It an beseen that the GDR exited in 12C+24;26Mg reation has full strength and hasa broad width nearly onstant with exitation energy whih orresponds tonearly onstant average �nal spin. The bremsstrahlung parameters hE0i =E0 (E = 30 MeV) extrated from the �ts are in agreement with valuesextrapolated from the Cassing systematis [25,26℄.
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Fig.11 Fig. 12Fig. 11. GDR parameters extrated from the �ts for the reation 12C+24;26Mg;star � 24Mg, irles � 26Mg.Fig. 12. Bremsstrahlung parameters extrated from the �ts for the reation12C+24;26Mg; star � 24Mg, irles � 26Mg.4. ConlusionsIt was shown that high-energy -rays from heavy-ion ollisions at 6�11MeV/u an be used as a soure of information about the GDR at high ex-itation when experimental data are onsistently analyzed. By reproduingsimultaneously the -ray spetra and the a1(E) oe�ients it is possibleto obtain also an information about the bremsstrahlung proess. Analyzeddata for 12C+24;26Mg reation as well as preliminary data for 12C+58;64Ni re-ation suggest that the inverse slope parameter E0 depends on -ray energywhih may orrespond to its dependene on impat parameter. There aresome plans to ontinue studies of high-energy -ray emission at the WarsawCylotron in more exlusive experiments.This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Si-enti� Researh (KBN Grant No. 2 P302 071 07).
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